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ABSTRACT
 
The results of this study show that the multi-mission solar-electric 
stage concept is a practical, economical, and versatile approach to space 
exploration. A vehicle designed for repeated use in a variety of missions 
permits amortization of development and reduction of recurring cost. The 
upper stage concept affords additional cost savings because new develop­
ment for any mission is largely restricted to payload engineering. 
The selected configuration consists of a center body and two rollout 
solar arrays developing 17. 5 kw at I AU. The vehicle, launched by a 
Titan class booster, has an injected mass ranging from 1500 to 2500 kg 
and carries up to 500 kg of attached or separable payload packages. A 
large payload stowage volume is provided. 
High-energy missions to be performed by this stage starting in the 
rnid-70's are those where solar-electric power can be used most effect­
ively, namely a Mercury orbiter, a close approach solar probe, asteroid 
and comet rendezvous missions, and a high-inclination extra-ecliptic 
probe. Alternate missions to which the stage can be adapted are high­
data-rate Mars and Venus orbiters, and outer planet flybys and orbiters. 
Still more advanced missions such as surface sample return from Mars 
or the asteroid Eros, and the very difficult rendezvous with Halley's 
cornet in 1986 have also been suggested. 
TRW Systems has analyzed mission characteristics, scientific 
objectives and payload requiletments, perfo'ed dcsign tradec.ffs-and 
interface studies, and defincd a conceptual stage configuration that mets 
the specified wide range of mission objectives. The study also includes 
program plans and cost estimates and identifies advanced technology 
development that will be required for implementing the electric stage 
program. 
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1. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND, AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
Primary electric propulsion shows its greatest advantage in mis­
sions of such high energy requirements that the use of chemical upper 
stages would involve launch vehicles too large and costly for the pay­
loads delivered. Representative of this class are rendezvous missions 
to comets and major asteroids, close approach solar probes, and high­
inclination extra ecliptic probes. Current advances in light-weight 
solar cell array technology and electric thrusters and power con­
ditioners make early application of solar electric propulsion to the 
above mission class feasible and highly attractive. 
In this study we have investigated the feasibility of a solar-electric 
propulsion upper stage which can be applied with only minor modifica­
tions to a large variety of high energy missions which have been en­
visioned for the coming decade of solar system exploration. The earliest 
flight date of the electric stage is anticipated to occur around 1976. 
A standardized electric stage designed for application to many 
missions would permit effective amortization of the initial development 
cost and simplify the procurement process, but it may also be costlier 
to develop and be subject to appreciable performance penalties compared 
to a vehicle that is designed and optimized for one individual mission. 
These questions are of principal concern and have been addressed during 
the study. 
In studying alternative design approaches we interpreted the term 
"electric upper stage" in the broadest sense, distinct from the more 
conventional concept of a chemical propulsion upper stage. In this 
interpretation T-RW concurs fully with the definition given in a recent 
NASA Technical Memorandum by E. A. Willis, Jr. et. al (Ref. 1). 
The study has followed a flexible design approach where the vehicle 
is usable either as a payload bus or a pure stage depending on mission 
requirements thereby offering the widest range of possible mission 
applications. Use of the vehicle as a payload bus is appropriate par­
ticularly in those missions where the electric propulsion capability is 
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required during the entire mission life until arrival at destination, as 
in an asteroid rendezvous, and even after arrival, as in a comet ren­
dezvous and exploration mission. 
The study objectives included the definition or investigation of the 
following subjects of principal interest: 
* 	 Characteristics of five primary missions to be per­
formed by the electric propulsion stage
 
* 	 Characteristics of alternate missions to whichthe stage 
can be adapted
 
* 	 Scientific mission obj6ctives and payload complements 
* 	 Baseline stage configuration and interchangeable
 
modules required for multi-mission adaptation
 
* 	 Subsystems and alternate design approaches 
* 	 Development plan and cost estimates for total
 
program and orderly sequence of program
 
evolution
 
* 	 Advanced technology needs to implement the program 
In performing these tasks we used payload capacity, design sim­
plicity, versatility and cost effectiveness as principal criteria in select­
ing the electric stage size and power level, and the preferred design 
approach for the stage and its subsystems, and in defining principal oper­
ating modes and sequences. Applicable design concepts and character­
istics of electric propulsion vehicles studied previously by NASA, JPL, 
Hughes, North American and TRW Systems were considered and adapted 
to the stage design approach in accordance with contractual study guide­
lines. Identification of advanced technology requirements and their impact 
on development program and cost was particularly relevant to this study. 
The projected state of technology in solar-electric propulsion was de­
fined by nominal characteristics given in the contractual work statement. 
However the effect of advances in this technology was assessed during 
the study and areas requiring further study were identified. 
The study addressed fundamental questions as to cost advantages, 
payload effectiveness and practical usefulness of the multi-mission stage 
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concept versus its potential limitations and disadvantages. Questions 
of principal concern to NASA are summarized as follows: 
* Do cost advantages outweigh the performance com­
promise and weight penalties that are attributable 
to the stage concept and to multiple mission 
flexibility? 
* 	 Will the constraints imposed by a standardized 
stage design in terms of payload accommodation 
and mounting restrictions, flight sequence, etc., 
be acceptable to the user? 
o 	 How much extra initial cost is involved in develop­
ing a stage with multi-mission flexibility? How 
many missions are required to break even? 
* 	 Can an incremental procurement method be adopted that 
permits continuous production, avoiding the extra cost of
repeated shut-down and start-up, in order to derive 
the intended cost benefits? 
* Can the system be adapted to technology advances 
particularly in the field of electric propulsion to 
prevent early obsolescence?
 
Results obtained in the areas of system analysis, vehicle design, 
program development planning and cost projections affirm the principal 
arguments in favor of the multi-mission stage with only few exceptions 
that will be pointed out in the technical discussion. This leads to the 
following conclusions: 
* 	 One basic vehicle design can serve many missions 
with minimum change (primary, secondary and 
growth mis sions) 
" 	 Amortization of larger initial development cost is 
achieved through many flights over 10 to 15 years 
of inventory life 
* Cost savings outweigh weight and performance 
penalties 
* 	 Greater mission success probability is achieved
 
through repeated use of the same design
 
* 	 Obsolescence is avoided by uprating of subsystems 
with technology growth 
* 	 Procurement and inventory planning is facilitated 
through standardized (mission independent) design. 
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2. MISSION OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTERISTICS
 
2. 1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
 
Figure Z-1 (upper portion) illustrates the five types of primary 
missions the stage must be capable of performing: 
a) Close solar approach, at least as close as 0. 1 AU 
b) Mercury orbiter with periapsis altitude of 500 km 
and eccentricity of 0. 9 or less 
c) Out-of-ecliptic probe with orbit inclination of at 
least 45 degrees 
d) Comet rendezvous with comets D'Arrest and Encke 
as a minimum 
e) Rendezvous with a major asteroid such as Ceres. 
Approximate trip times for the above missions are on the order of 400 
to 800 days. 
Figure 2-1 (lower portion) also shows some alternate missions 
for which the applicability of the final stage was assessed. These are 
a) High-data-rate orbiters of Mars and Venus 
b) Outer planet flyby and orbiter missions 
c) A deep space communication relay for support 
of more distant missions (not shown in diagram). 
In addition to the specified primary and alternate missions we 
considered advanced mission concepts such as a surface sample return 
from Mars and the asteroid Eros, and a rendezvous with Halley's comet. 
These complex and highly energetic missions were not defined by the 
study contra&t as flight objectives of the stage. However a brief in­
vestigation was warranted to determine the potential growth of stage 
performance capabilities through increased propulsive power and in­
creased booster performance. 
Table 2-1 lists the primary, alternate and growth missions 
that were considered, the principal mission objectives, the mode 
of stage operation (payload bus or pure stage), adaptation require­
ments and specific areas of technical difficulty. Only the five pri­
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PRIMARY MISSIONS
 
0.1 AU SOLAR PROBE 
E 
COAST 
MERCURY ORBITER 
E 
-- ' / 
OUT-OF-ECLIPTIC COMET RENDEZVOUS 
PROBE COE 
E 
E i 
(1 .9ASTEROID 
__RENDEZVOUS 
ASTEROID 
RENDEZVOUS 
E 
N 
N 
ALTERNATE MISSION SAMPLES 
MARS ORBITER OUTER PLANET FLYBY OUTER PLANET ORBITER 
E 
Figure Z-1. Mission Types 
Table 2-I. Summary of Mission Objectives, Problem Areas, and Stage Adaptation Requirements 
MISSION TYPE 
1. PRIMARY MISSIONS 
Asteroid Rendezvous (e. g., 
Ceres 178) 
Comet rendezvous (e.g., 
D'Arrest 180, Encke '78) 
Out-of-Ecliptic Probe 
(at least 450) 
Mercury Orbiter (500 x 
10, 000 km) 
Solar probe (at least 
0. 1 AU) 
2. ALTERNATE MISSIONS 
High resolution Mars and 
Venus orbiters 
Outer planet flyby 
misslofis
 
Outer planet orbiters 
Deep-Space relay 
(including solar monitor) 
3. GROWTH MISSIONS 
Small asteroid lander and 
sample return (e.g., Eros) 
Mars surface sample return 
Halley's comet rendezvous 
('78 launch) via Jupiter 
PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE 
Close observation of asteroid: 
orbiter and lander 
Nucleus, coma and tail exploration 
Interplanetary and solar phenomena 
Planet observation, solar monitoring 
Solar and interplanetary phenomena 
Planetary exploration at high 
resolution 
Planetary exploration, preliminary 
Planetary exploration in greater 
detail 
Support of other missions; monitor 
of hidden side of sun (flares) 
Surface exploration, sample return 
Surface exploration, sample return 
Nucleus, coma, tail exploration 
VEHICLE
 
MODE OF 
OPERATION 
P/L Bus 
P/L Bus* 
P/L Bus 
P/L Bus 
P/L Bus 
P/L Bus* 
Pure Stage 
Pure stage 
P/L Bus 
P/L Bus and 
Stage 
Pure stage 
P/L Bus 
KEY PROBLEM AREAS 
Guidance accuracy 
Guidance accuracy, comet 
environment 
High propulsive energy 
Thermal environment 
Thermal and radiation 
environment 
Spaceborne radar needed 
(Venus) 
Weight effectiveness critical 
Antenna size and pointing 
Mission complexity; remote 
control 

Mission complexity, remote 
control 

Extreme propulsion energy; 
timing constraint; complex 
mission
 
ADAPTATION 
REQUIRED 
Deployable 
thermal shield;
smaller antenna 
Smaller antenna 
Smaller antenna 
Large deployable 
antenna and gimbals; 
+ 1800 rotation 
Landing eqdipment 
(landing gear, radar, 
retro rockdt)
 
Rendezvous capabilit 
in orbit 
Thermal protection 
at 5 to 7 AU 
Stage may also carry payload spacecraft (daughter probe) 
mary mission types were studied in detail, with performance trade­
offs, attention to specific design requirements, weight breakdown, 
and definition of scientific payload candidates. In the alternate and 
growth missions the performance characteristics and configuration 
options were examined to assess the applicability of the selected base­
line stage design concept. 
2. 	2 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES AND CANDIDATE PAYLOAD 
INSTRUMENTS 
The major scientific objectives of the five primary mission types 
are summarized in Table 2-2. In the asteroid, comet and Mercury 
missions the principal interest is centered on the target body and its 
physical environment, including magnetic field and plasma interactions 
with the solar wind. However interplanetary phenomena observable 
during transit are also of interest. In the case of the Mercury orbiter 
mission observation of the sun is a second objective since the stage 
having reached the orbit of Mercury has a good advantage point to monitor 
solar features and emissions hidden from earth. 
In the extra-ecliptic and solar probes the scientific objectives 
include interplanetary particles and fields measurements during transit 
and at destination and observation of solar features and emissions. 
Measurement of solar physical phenomena is of course the primary 
objective of the solar probe, but also of the extra-ecliptic probe which 
reaches the high heliocentric latitudes required to observe polar regions 
of the sun and emissions that remain unobservable from other space 
probes confined near the ecliptic, or from earth. From this vantage 
point a new perspective of the corona is gained which permits observation 
of streamers and other transient phenomena invisible from earth. 
A mother-daughter mission concept has been investigated where 
the stage at some point along the transfer trajectory ejects an autonomous 
payload package, or daughter probe, that continues along a ballistic 
trajectory at increasing distance from the mother vehicle for independent 
physical measurements. This can greatly enhance the scientific value 
of the mission because simultaneous measurements performed at separate 
stations permit a distinction of spatial and temporal changes in the observed 
phenomena. This is generally not possible in a single-probe mission. 
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Table 2-2. Scientific Objectives of Primary Missions 
Mission 
Asteroid rendezvous 
Comet rendezvous 
Out-of-ecliptic probe 
Solar probe 
Mercury orbiter 
Objectives 
* 	 Observe physiography 
* 	 Determine solar wind interaction 
* 	 Determine existence and nature of atmo­
sphere, ionosphere, and magnetization
 
* 	 Observe fine scale surface features 
* 	 Determine surface texture and 
composition 
* 	 Observe nucleus 
* 	 Determine properties of nucleus: size, 
shape.,structure and composition 
* 	 Measure composition and structure of 
coma, neutral gas, ionized gas, dust 
* 	 Measure composition and structure of 
tail; neutral gas, ionized gas, dust 
* 	 Determine solar wind interaction: bow 
shock, contact surface, plasma waves 
* 	 Observe dynamic processes, formation of 
tail, effect on nucleus and coma of inter­
planetary shocks and solar wind dis­
continuities 
* 	 Measure solar latitude dependence of solar 
wind properties, magnetic field 
* 	 Measure transverse gradient and north­
south anisotropy of cosmic rays 
* 	 Observe corona 
* 	 Monitor solar activity not visible from 
earth 
* 	 Determine differential rotation of solar 
wind vectors 
* 	 Monitor radial dependence of solar wind 
properties, magnetic field 
* 	 Observe mnagnetic structure of outer 
corona, streamers 
* 	 Measure neutron flux cosmic ray flux, 
neutral hydrogen, electron density, trapped
radiation in magnetic structures 
Monitor radio noise 
* 	 Record images of disc features and activity 
centers 
* 	 Measure background and transient emis­
sions in UV, visible, IR 
* 	 X-ray wavelengths 
* 	 Measure ion species 
* 	 Measure charge exchange cross sections 
* 	 Observe physiography 
* 	 Imaging in white light and various spectral 
regions
 
* 	 Detect and analyze atmosphere, if any 
* 	 Monitor solar wind interaction in wake of 
planet 
* 	 Monitor electric and magnetic fields and 
radio noise 
* 	 Make continuous solar observations from 
Mercury orbit 
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The daughter probe may be a small, simple spin-stabilized vehicle 
similar to the Pioneer A to E series. A phased linear array antenna 
like that used by Pioneer with a disk-shaped beam pattern simplified 
communication between daughter probe and stage. Thus the stage can 
serve as downlink communications relay for data transmitted by the 
probe. In asteroid rendezvous missions the stage can deliver a soft 
lander that does not need a sophisticated retro-propulsion system,. 
velocity control system, or landing gear because of the asteroid's very 
low surface gravity. In comet rendezvous missions a soft landing on 
the comet nucleus might also be attempted by such a probe. In both 
cases the mother vehicle would serve as communications relay for data 
measured and transmitted by the lander probe. 
The electric stage provides the large payload weight capacity that 
is needed to carry a daughter spacecraft of sufficient size to make this 
mission concept flexible and scientifically rewarding. As will be dis­
cussed below the stage size selected in this study has a net payload 
capacity ranging from about 150 to 400 kg depending on mission character­
istics. 75 to 200 kg of this weight capacity could be readily made avail­
able for the daughter spacecraft. 
Performance characteristics of the electric stage are flexible 
enough to permit an increase of payload capacity if necessary by ex­
tending the mission time. In multiple mission applications where 
science payload weight requirements are not fully defined in advance 
this flexibility is particularly valuable. 
A preliminary assessment of the relative priority of the various 
mission types and measurement objectives was made based on available 
sources such as the Woods Hole report which reflects the recommendation 
of the space science community and on published NASA space exploration 
objectives. From the standpoint of achieving the largest gain of new 
scientific knowledge in relation to what is already known or achievable 
by other means the asteroid and comet missions rank high in potential 
scientific interest and priority. 
In designingfa baseline electric stage configuration that can be 
adapted to all priinary missions we used the Ceres rendezvous mission 
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as a reference point to provide representive propulsion, orientation, 
communication and thermal environment characteristics and to illustrate 
typical design and performance tradeoffs. 
Table 2-3 lists candidate payload complements for each of the 
primary missions separated in three categories: 
* 	 instruments that measure the interplanetary
 
medium and the ambient medium of a target
 
obj ect,
 
* 	 instruments that measure phenomena and properties 
of the target object, and 
* 	 instruments that measure solar phenomena. 
The rationale for this preliminary selection of candidate payloads is 
based on scientific interests and priorities, availability of the instrument, 
and available payload capacity, as will be further discussed in the main 
Technical Report. The table also shows allocation of the payload instru­
ments to the stage proper or a daughter or lander probe, and gives the 
estimated payload weight. The weight estimate only includes the instr­
ments and associated electronics. Auxiliary and support equipment, 
mounting fixtures, deployment booms, gimbal platforms, etc., require 
additional weight. In the case of daughter and lander probes the weight of 
the ejected spacecraft must be added which may range from 50 to 100 kg 
for vehicles of the Pioneer A - E class. 
2. 3 MISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
2. 3. 	 1 Launch Vehicle Options 
The Titan 3D(1205) /Centaur was specified as the prime launch 
vehicle. Lower performance boosters of the Titan family, i. e., Titan 
3B/Centaur, Titan 3C/Burner Z and Titan 3D/Burner 2 were also con­
sidered as alternate options if they could provide adequate performance 
in the specified multiple missions. Figure Z-Z shows the performance 
of the four candidate boosters as defined by NASA/OSSA. 
The study indicated that only the Titan 3D/Centaur provides 
sufficient performance in all of the missions while the two lesser vehicles 
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Table 2-3. Science Payload Instruments for Primary Missions 
SCIENCE 
PAYLOAD 
4'4& 
4l. 4 0~ 
'00 
ASTEROID 
STAGE 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 
LANDER 0 . .0 0 0 * 55 
COMET 
STAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 00 0 90 
DAUGHTER 000 0 0 * 49 
EXTRA-ECLIPTIC 
STAGE 0 00 0 0 * 0 0 * *0 0 0 0 133(+150") 
DAUGHTER O s 0 0 00 29 
SOLAR PROBE 
STAGE 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 000 206 
DAUGHTER 0 0 0I 22 
MERCURY 
STAGE 0 0 0a 0 0 0 * * 00 0 40 00 150(+100") 
ADDITIONAL SENSORS IF POSSIBLE 
DATA SPECIFIED 
BY NASA 
TITAN D1205)/CENTAUR 
4 
TITAN 3C/

0o , BURNER 11 (2300)
 
TITAN 3DAURNER 	 [I 
Z TITAN 38/CENTAURs 
Uiur2 
-. IjcinPefr~ eo 
EARTH DEPARTURE EXCESS VELOCITY, V. 
Figure 2-2. 	 Injection Performance of 
Titan Family Boosters 
Titan 3D/Burner 2 and Titan 3C/Burner 2 are adequate in only those mis­
sions with lower energy requirements, Ceres and D'Arrest. Titan 3B/ 
Centaur was found to provide only marginal performance in these mis­
sions. On this basis the Titan 3D/Centaur was adopted as the standard 
vehicle to be used in all primary missions. Thus a change of launch 
procedures from mission-to-mission that would be required by different 
booster sizes can be avoided. In addition, there remains considerable 
uncertainty whether the Burner 2 upper stage would be approved for 
integration with Titan 3D or Titan 3C. 
2. 3. 2 Guidelines on Solar-Electric Technology 
The contractual work statement specified nominal characteristics 
of solar arrays, electric thrusters and power conditioners that were 
us'ed as a basis of the preliminary mission analysis. These character­
istics represent best estimates of the state of technology available in 
1975. 
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The specific mass of the roll-up solar array modelwas specified 
to be 15 kg/kw, that of the power conditioners as 5 kg/kw. Efficiency 
of the ion thrusters was specified as function of specific impulse, with a 
typical efficiency of 69 percent at I = 3000 sec. The specified power
sp 
conditioner efficiency is 91 percent. The maximum burn time of any 
single ion thruster was to be limited to 104 hours. 
Solar array power variation with solar distance is assumed as shown 
in Figure 2-3. For solar distances less than 0. 65 AU the solar array 
power reaches a constant level 39 percent larger than at I AU if the tem­
perature is held constant by tilting the array away from the sun. This 
figure was substantiated by a recent JPL Technical Memorandum 
(Reference 2). 
1.6 ASSUMED CONSTANT BELOW 0.66 AU 
(WITH SOLAR ARRAY ROTATION FOR 
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE) 
1.2
 
0 
< 
0 I 
EICIFIED BY NASA/OART 
>_ 
0.4 
0 
00 1 2 3456 
HELIOCENTRIC RADIUS, AU 
Figure 2-3. Relative Solar Power Ratio 
Z. 3. 3 Payload Performance of Solar Electric Stage in Primary Missions 
Based on the above booster and electric propulsion data the payload 
performance of the electric stage with optimal thrust pointing angles and 
specific impulse was obtained for the five primary missions as a function 
of mission time and propulsive power, Figure Z-4. These data were 
provided by NASA/OART (Mr. A. C. Mascy) at the start of the study. 
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TITAN 3D/CENTAUR a=30 KG/KW 
DATA FROM AC MASCY, NASA 
-MERCURY OPTIMUM 
2 -00 ORBITER (55) D'ARREST 
(SEP CAPTURE) (48) OPTIMUM 	 5 RENDEZVOUSRENDERENDEZOT'U 
i30 
450OUT-OF-01AU SOLAR PROBE 	 25 THRUST POWER (K(W) 
ECLIPTIC R 1 
300 400 500 20 7008
 
MISSIONTIME (DAYS)
 
Figure 2-4. 	 Net Spacecraft Mass vs Mission Time -
Primary Missions 
Payload is expressed in terms of net spacecraft mass, i. e., the mass 
remaining after deducting solar array, electric propulsion and propellant 
mass. The disposable net payload mass to be carried by the stage is 
from 300 to 400 kg smaller than the net spacecraft mass to allow for 
structural and engineering subsystem mass allocated to the stage proper. 
(This initial 	estimate was subsequently substantiated by the design study; 
1. e., in the baseline stage design the weight difference is 340 kg. ) The 
total specific mass c 30 kglkw assumed in this preliminary mission 
analysis was subsequently confirmed as realistic by the design study. 
The results show that in all primary missions ample payload 
capacity is provided by power levels significantly lower than the ' t optimal" 
power level which falls in the 40 to 50 kw range. These data correspond 
to theoretical values of specific impulse that are in some cases below 
those attainable by foreseeable electric thruster technology development. 
The actual net spacecraft mass for the currently available specific im­
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pulse of 3000 sec is typically 10 percent lower than the dita shown in 
the chart. Other weight reductions due to effects not reflected in this 
analysis, such as launch penalties, solar array degradation and non­
optimal thrust pointing must also still be taken into account (see Section 
3). These add up to about 10 percent of further net payload loss. 
On the basis of the preliminary performance characteristics we 
have selected a propulsive power of 15 kw. A lowerpower level would 
reduce the payload capacity below an acceptable minimum in the critical 
mission types (solar probe and out of ecliptic probe). A larger power 
level such as 20 kw would make the solar array unattractively large 
and costly without providing a proportionately larger increase in net 
spacecraft mass in the critical missions. The 15 kw power level how­
ever does provide a design point from where future changes of the 
nominal power level upward or downward can be achieved with a rea­
s onably small departure from the baseline stage design. 
2. 3. 4 Payload Perfbrmance in Alternate and Growth Missions 
The payload performance of the basic 15 kw stage in a number of 
alternate missions (outer planet flyby and orbiter missions, Mars and 
Venus orbiters, and deep space relay) was evaluated. Depending on 
the mission type the achievable payload capacity ranges from very 
large to adequate, except in the rpost critical outer planet missions. 
Figure 2-5 shows net spacecraft mass (solid lines) and net payload 
mass (dashed lines) versus time for direct missions to Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus and Neptune as function of flight time. A conservative 400 kg 
weight difference between the net spacecraft and net payload mass is 
assumed to account for stage structure and subsystems. in this case, 
the net payload mass actually represents the entire separated payload 
spacecraft, and the weight penalty resulting from duplication of structure 
and subsystems in the electric stage concept is becoming very significant. 
The stage does not deliver an adequate payload for Neptune orbiters in 
this mode. 
Figure 2-6 shows the increased payload capacity versus flight 
time achievable with the aid of a Jupiter swingby maneuver. (The 
curves represent average performance conditions, extrapolated from 
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Figure Z-5. Electric Stage Delivery Capacity for 	TOPS and Pioneer Vehicles 
Ref. 3). The results indicate that adequate payload capacity is ob­
tainable even for reasonably fast Uranus and Neptune missions. However 
in the latter case the approach velocities are very large (on the order of 
15 to Z0 km/sec) requiring orbit insertion maneuvers of about 4 km/sec. 
The available payload capacity indicates that a vehicle of the Pioneer 
class (300 to 350 kg) could be placed in a Neptune 	orbit with mission 
times of 10 to ii years. The outer planet mission performance of the 
electric stage in direct missions and with swingby of Jupiter or Saturn 
merits further study. 
We also found that the stage can be used in the three growth mis­
s ions of greatest current interest. In the Mars sample return mission
 
and Halley's comet rendezvous the power level would have to be in­
creased by 3 to 5 kw to yield acceptable payload weights. In the Eros
 
sample return mission it could actually be decreased to 10 kw and still
 
permit the return of a 50 kg soil sample.
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Z. 3. 	 5 Alternate Launch Modes, Launch Vehicles and Power Levels 
As noted earlier, the electric propulsion power level that would 
yield maximum payload capacity for a Titan 3D/Centaur launched stage 
is in the 4b to 50 kw range. Figure 2-7 illustrates this for Ceres ren­
dezvous. Restriction to a power level of 15 kw means that the injection 
performance 	of the booster is far from being fully utilized. Two options 
that would allow operating nearer the point of maximum payload have 
been studied: 
1) 	 Tandem launch of two 15 kw electric stages from
 
a single Titan 3D/Centaur booster, which is
 
equivalent to launching one 30 kw stage
 
2) 	 Use of a lower performance booster such as
 
Titan 3D/Burner 2. The propulsion power of
 
15 kw is closer to the payload optimum in this
 
case. 
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Geres Orbiter with Nominally Loaded and Off-Loaded 
Booster 
In the 700-day Ceres mission the tandem launch mode yields a total 
payload capacity of 1480 kg, or 740 kg for each 15 kw stage, nearly 
identical to the 750 kg payload capacity for single launch of the same 
stage as shown in Figure 
-7. The solid line extending to the origin 
of the graph represents Titan 3D/Centaur in an off-loaded condition 
for improved payload performance at low power level. The fully loaded 
booster would actually yield only 650 kg of net spacecraft at 15 kw, as 
shown by the dashed curve. Other missions, except the extra-ecliptic 
probe, show the same trend. 
The cost advantage of a tandem launch, which would save a $25 
million booster, must of course be weighed-against added risks, more 
complicated- scheduling and launch operations and the question of whether 
procurement of two missions at the same time can be assumed. The 
missions can actually be targeted to different destinations owing to the 
flexibility of low thrust trajectories. 
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A study of the second option, use of a lower performance booster 
for greater cost- effectiveness shows that in the 700-day Ceres mission 
Titan 3D/Burner Z would yield a payload capacity of about 650 kg com­
pared to 750 kg for the off-loaded Titan 3D/Centaur. In the 750-day 
D'Arrest mission the two boosters would yield 550 vs 850 kg; the 400­
day Mercury mission 500 vs 650 kg, respectively. 
Reduction of propulsion power to 10-iZ kw reduces payload mass 
in about the same proportion and should not be considered except in 
those missions where the 15 kw baseline power level provides more 
than sufficient payload capacity. A truncated solar array configuration 
would serve this purpose. 
These results show that there exist interesting and potentially 
very cost-effective variations from the nominal launch mode, the 
nominal booster, and nominal power level that should be further 
explored. 
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3. STAGE AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN 
3.1 SELECTED STAGE CONFIGURATION 
Exploratory studies of several design concepts have led to a base­
line configuration which is shown in Figure 3-1 in two nearly identical 
versions.
 
The first version (at left in Figure 3-1) is used in missions 
where the scientific payload remains permanently attached to the stage 
since propulsion is required until arrival at, and even after reaching 
the destination point, as in a comet rendezvous mission. A small 
separable daughter probe or lander module cad also be accommodated 
by this version of the stage. In such missions the vehicle acts es­
sentially as a payload bus. 
The second version (at the right in Figure 3-1) is used in missions 
where the stage carries a separable payload spacecraft as in outer planet 
flyby and orbiter missions. After completion of the propulsion phase 
early in the mission the electric stage is no longer useful and will be 
jettisoned. Thus the type of mission to be flown dictates which con­
figuration of the stage will be used. 
As shown in the illustration the vehicle consists of a flat oblong cen­
ter body and two boom deployed solar arrays. The center body includes 
the electric propulsion module with an articulated array of six mercury 
ion thrusters, power processors and propellant storage and feed system; 
the equipment module adjacent to the propulsion module; and an open pay­
load stowage bay on top of the center body. In the payload bus configuration 
a 2. 45 meter diameter high-gain antenna is mounted on a deployment arm 
that is hinged to a support structure on top of the payload bay. The bi­
axially rotatable antenna is stowed against the vehicle body during launch. 
After deployment it can be pointed in all directions in front and rear of 
the stage center body for an unbbstructed view of earth. In the second 
configuration a smaller, 1. ZZ meter dish antenna provides adequate gain 
to handle stage telemetry requirements during the propulsion phase. To 
avoid obstruction of the mounting space for the payload spacecraft, this 
antenna has been relocated to the bottom end of the stage but still pro­
vides full earth coverage in front and rear hemispheres in this location. 
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Figure 3-1. Two Versions of Multi-Mission Electric Stage, Left, BaselineConfiguration for Primary Missions, Right, Alternate Configuration 
The vehicle is three-axis stabilized using the sun and a selected 
reference star as celestial references. Three-axis stabilization pro­
vides the most convenient and effective thrust vector, solar array and 
high-gain antenna pointing implementation for all mission types. During 
thrust phases the ion engines provide continuous attitude control by 
means of a three-axis thrust vector control gimbal system. During the 
coast phases, attitude control is provided by six pairs 6f nitrogen 
resistojets mounted on the corners of the stage center body and for 
increased leverage on two deployed front and rear orni-antenna booms. 
Gas jets are also used during the thrust phase (a) to control large attitude 
excursions and (b) to provide third-axis control capability when only one 
ion thruster is operating. 
The two solar arrays use the rollout deployment principle 
developed by General Electric under JPL contract. Two tubular BISTEM 
booms, one for each panel, serve as deployment actuators and support 
structure. Some missions such as the solar probe and Mercury orbiter 
require full or partial solar array retraction during a part of the mis­
sion profile. The G. E. solar array was designed for such a require­
ment. As an alternative to the roll-out array configuration an accordion­
folded array concept developed by TRW was also considered which would 
have the advantage of 10 to 20 percent lower specific mass, simpler 
mechanization and greater panel stiffness. The foldout concept still 
requires further development and test to qualify as a serious candidate 
for this application. 
The solar arrays with a total deployed span of 43. 0 m by 4. 2 m 
width have a total cell mounting area of 162 m 2 and generate 17. 5 kw 
of gross power at departure. This includes an initial margin of about 
2.5 kw for solar array degradation and housekeeping power, depending 
on the mission profile. The nominal net propulsion power at the power 
processor input terminals is 15 kw. 
A single-axis rotation capability of the solar array up to + 90 
degrees from the nominal orientation parallel to the center body is pro­
vided for optimal thrust vector orientation relative to the sun line; for 
freedom of pointing during terminal guidance maneuvers and other 
maneuvers in the vicinity of the target; and to provide thermal protection 
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of the solar array by pointing it away from full sun exposure in missions 
where the solar distance becomes smaller than 0. 65 AU. For out-of­
plane thrust vector steering a second degree of freedom is provided by 
rotation of the entire vehicle around the sun line by the appropriate 
angle. Such roll maneuvers are facilitated by the one-axis rotatable 
star seeker mounted on the rear side of the vehicle. Star seeker 
rotation is also required to track the relative motion of conveniently 
located reference stars and to avoid possible field-of-view, obstruction 
by the solar panels. This design concept provides the desired flexibility 
of star reference ,selection and .acquisition under a variety -of mission 
profiles, mission dates and vehicle orientation modes-. (Ref. 4.) 
In addition to the six ion thrusters the stage -also.carries -a small 
hydrazine propulsion system including two 45 Nt (10 pound) thrusters 
mounted at the center of the ion thruster array and gimballed by the 
same thrust vector control system. "The, hydrazine system augments 
the electric thrust system in the event that small but rapid terminal 
maneuvers are required as in- an asteroid orbit mission or comet 
rendezvous.
 
3.2 	 ILLUSTRATIVE MISSION APPLICATIONS 'OF BASELINE 
-CONFIGURATION 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the application of the baselina electric stage 
to a Ceres rendezvous mission. Payload instruments permanently, 
mounted on the stage include -fields and particles sensors, some of which 
are boom-deployed to avoid interference by stray magnetic.fields and 
other electric propulsion and solar array influences, a gimballed TV 
imaging system, a four-beam optical micrometeoroid sensor known as 
Sisyphus, deployed panels of micrometeroid impact sensors, a cosmic 
dust analyzer (not shown in the sketch), a photopolarimeter, and zodiacal 
light meter (also not shown). In addition the stage is shown to carry a 
small 1 -meter diameter spherical soft lander probe. 
aFigure 3-3 illustrates a possible application where the stage carries 
payload spacecraft such as the TOPS vehicle during the initial phase of an 
outer planet flyby mission. The TOPS vehicle remains dormant while 
it is carried by the stage, but with its RTG power sources deployed from 
the stowed configuration to minimize thermal and isotone radiation effects 
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on the stage. Telemetry of engineering data from the dormant payload 
vehicle can be handled by the stage c6mmunication subsystem with only a 
minimum subsystem interface between the two vehicles. 
In addition to -the TOPS outer planet flyby vehicle we have also 
investigated the placement of a TOPS outer planet orbiter and Pioneer 
type planetary flyby and orbiter vehicles on top of the electric stage. 
The mounting volume available in the open payload bay has sufficiently 
large dimensions to accommodate these types of payload spacecraft. 
However, the structural dynamic effects of a large concentrated pay­
load mass mounted at an appreciable distance above the nominal stage 
center of mass, require further investigation. 
3.3 	 WEIGHT BREAKDOWN AND PAYLOAD CAPACITY 
The weight breakdown of the baseline stage in a representative 
sample mission (700 day Ceres rendezvous) is summarized in Table 
3-1. Of the 1500 kg of injected mass, 975 kg (65 percent) is allocated 
to the solar array, electric propulsion and mercury propellant, 337 kg 
(22. 5 percent) to stage structure and subsystems including hydrazine 
propulsion (50 kg). Thus 188 kg (12. 5 percent) is the available net 
payload capacity. 
Table 	3-2 summarizes the weight breakdown for 5 primary mission 
types. The major variation between missions is in the required propellant 
mass, ranging from 449 kg for the Ceres mission to 1015 kg for the 700­
day out-of-ecliptic mission. The latter mission, having the highest pro­
pulsive energy requirement, thus yields the lowest payload capacity of 
147 kg (7.5 percent of injected mass). Variations in subsystem weight 
allocation due to varying mission requirements (power variation, 
hydrazine propulsion) and environmental conditions (thermal protection) 
are noted in the table. 
The bar graph shown in Figure 3-4 summarizes the net payload 
capacity for the primary and some alternate missions. In the case of 
the primary missions the estimated mass of identified minimum science 
payloads is indicated by arrows. We note that in all missions except 
the direct orbiter missions to the outer planets (Uranus and Neptune) 
the payload capacity is ample. 
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Table 3-1. Baseline Stage Weight Estimates ­
'700 Day Ceres Orbiter Mission 
WEIGHT ELEMENTS (KG) REMARKS 
INJECTED MASS CAPABILITY AT 
V = 9.5 K(4SEC 1590 
ADAPTER AND SHROUD PENALTY 90 
INITIAL MASS 1500 
SOLAR ARRAY 289 17.5 KW; 6 MIL COVER GLASS 
PROPULSION SYSTEM 199 
PROPELLANT 462 INCLUDES 3% PROPELLANT MARGIN 
TANKAGE & FEED SYSTEM 25 SIZED FOR 1030 KG PROPELLANT LOAD 
NET SPACECRAFT 525 
STRUCTURE 85 
THERMAL CONTROL 29 
ELECT. POWER (EXCLUDING SOLAR ARRAY) 39 
ELECT. INTEGRATION 18 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 57 INCL. COMP. & SEQUENCER; TV SYS. 
COMMUNICATION, DATA SYSTEM & CCS 59 INCL. 2.45 M H/G ANTENNA 
HYDRAZINE PROPULSION 50 
SUBTOTAL, STRUCTURE AND SUBSYSTEMS 337 
NET PAYLOAD 188 
Table 3-2. Estimated Weight Breakdown for Primary Missions 
(Nominal Profile) Power: i7. 5 kw, I = 3000 sec, 
=r30 kg/kw 
MERCURY 
ORBITER 
OUT-OF- (SEP SOLAR 
CERES D'ARREST ECLIPTIC CAPTURE) PROBE 
FLIGHT TIME (DAYS) 700 750 700 402 400 
LAUNCH VEHICLE CAPABILITY (KG) 1590 1860 2143 1860 1860 
INJECT MASS 1500 1770 1970
(4 ) 1770 1770 
HG - PROPELLANT (NOMINAL) 449 565 1015 789 549 
3% PROPELLANT MARGIN 13 17 -- 23 --
TANKAGE AND FEED SYSTEM 25 25 25 25 25 
SOLAR ARRAY 289 289 289 289 289 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION MODULE 199 199 214(1) 214P ) 214(!2 
STRUCTURE 
ENGINEERING SUBSYSTEMS 
85 
203 
85 
203 
85 
203 
85 
216 (3 )  
123(2 
243(3) 
CHEMICAL PROPULSION 50 35 -- 35 --
NET PAYLOAD TOTAL 188 343 147 170 327 
ATTACHED 143 147 170 177 
SEPARABLE 100 200 -- -- 150 
NOTE: 
(1) INCLUDES I ADDITIONAL MAIN POWER PROCESSOR 
-(2) INCLUDES 28 KG FOR HEAT SHIELD AND STRUCTURE 
(3) REFLECTS ADDITIONAL THERMAL CONTROL COMPONENTS AND POWER SOURCE 
(4) REFLECTS AZIMUTH PENALTY OF THIS MISSION 
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The results presented above reflect some loss in payload capacity 
which is due to the use of a standardized upper stage in many different 
mission types, and is in effect the price in performance that one has to 
pay in exchange for the net program cost savings to be achieved. These 
weight penalities fall into two categories: 
(a) 	 Design features required to meet the requirements of 
the most demanding missions (e. g., large propellant 
tank, thick solar cell cover glass, additional thrusters 
in propulsion module) penalize less demanding missions 
that would normally not require these features. 
(b) 	 The structure and subsystems needed to configure the 
stage represent a partial weight duplication in those 
missions where the stage carries a separable auton­
omous payloid spacecr6ft. 
Table 3-3 summarizes the weight penalties of the first category by 
mission type and design feature. We note that the largest multi-mission 
penalty (a total of 77 kg) is imposed on the relatively easy Ceres rendez­
vous mission. A much smaller penalty (21 to Z6 kg) is imposed in the 
more demanding missions (Mercury orbiter, out-of-ecliptic and solar 
probes). We also note that in many instances the multi-mission design 
features do not introduce a weight penalty. 
Weight penalties of the second category are reflected in the outer 
planet mission performance data shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6. However 
only a portion of the stage structure and subsystem mass, conservatively 
estimated as 400 kg in these examples is really a weight penalty attribut­
able 	to the stage concept. 
It is also worth noting that the stage concept permits weight savings 
that partly offset the penalties, by excluding design features required only 
in few of the projected missions. For example, the stage does not have 
to be designed for the long life reliability requirements of a 6 to 8 year 
outer planet mission. This requirement only affects the design of the 
payload vehicle. A 3-year mission life is sufficient for most of the other 
missions contemplated. Thus the use of the stage concept permits weight 
as well as cost savings, and a simpler -design, by eliminating unnecessarily 
stringent system specifications. 
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Table 3-3. Key Mass Penalties Associated with Stage Concept 
CERES 
D'ARREST 

ENCKE 
0.1 AU SOLAR 
PROBE 
MERCURY 
ORBITER 
450 OUT-OF-
ECLIPTIC 
ADDITIONAL 
THRUSTER AND 
MULTIPLE 
OUTPUT PPU 
19 KG 
19 KG 
19 KG 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
1000 KG 
CAPACITY 
PROPELLANT 
TANK 
10 KG 
10 KG 
10 KG 
10 KG 
5 KG 
NONE 
INCREASED 
PROPULSION 
MODULE 
SIZE 
4 KG 
4 KG 
4 KG 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
6 MIL 
COVER 
GLASS ON 
ARRAY 
26 KG 
26 KG 
26 KG 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
20 KW 
POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 
2 
2 
2 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
COMPONENT 
REDUNDANCY 
FOR LONGEST 
MISSION 
10 
NONE 
NONE 
10 
10 
NONE 
ROTATIONAL 
MECHANISM 
FOR TOTAL 
ARRAY PENALTY 
NONE 77 KG 
NONE 67 KG 
NONE 67 KG 
NONE 26 KG 
NONE 21 KGA 
16 KG 22 KG 
A systematic evaluation of advantages and disadvantages of the 
stage 	design concept versus those of an integrated spacecraft design is 
required to determine the respective cost effectiveness and weight 
effectiveness of the two design approaches. 
OF BASELINE STAGE CONFIGURATION TO3.4 	 ADAPTATION 
VARIOUS PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE MISSIONS 
The baseline stage configuration can be used with minor design 
in a large variety of primary and alternate missions. Theadaptations 
following minor adaptations are required from mission to mission. 
* 	 Mercury propellant load variation depending on
 
propulsion energy requirements (the propellant
 
tank is configured for a maximum load of 1015 kg
 
for the out-of-ecliptic mission, see below) .
 
* 	 Addition of one redundant power processor module in 
a preassigned mounting space for missions with extended 
thrust time at high power level (solar probe, Mercury 
orbiter, out-of-ecliptic probe) . 
* 	 Change of solar array back wiring to convert from 
the higher voltage configuration desired for inbound 
missions to the lower voltage configuration for out­
bound missions. 
* Change of high-gain antenna size, attachment position 
and deployment arm as required by mission profile 
and data rate requirements. (Top mounted in all 
primary missions except solar probe.) 
* 	 Removal of hydrazine propulsion system in missions 
that do not require it (solar probe, Mercury orbiter, 
out of ecliptic). 
* 	 Addition of a heat shield and thermo-electric panels 
plus extra thermal insulation blankets in the solar 
probe mission. 
of the stage proper are anticipated forNo configuration changes 
attachment of diverse payload instruments to the payload bay, except the 
addition of payload-dependent support and mounting fixtures, electronics, 
a part of the payloadand 	electrical interconnections. This becomes 
instrumentation, engineering, and integration task of each mission. The 
payload support structure can be removed from the remaining stage 
structure for convenient payload instrument installation, integration and 
test. 
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Stage users must adapt their payload instrumentation to the con­
figuration and environmental constraints of the common stage design, 'and 
accept the mounting provisions and other stage resources such as con­
ditioned power, data handling, and command and telemetry capacity in 
accordance with stage/payload interface characteristics established for 
all missions. Special functional requirements and operating modes of 
some payload elements that cannot be supported by available on-board 
resources of the stage or would complicate the electrical interface must 
be supported by autonomous provisions added by the stage user. Thus 
an electrical redesign of the stage proper for various missions is avoided. 
3.4. 1 Design Adaptation for Solar Probe Mission 
The principal design adaptation of the baseline configuration re­
quired for the extreme thermal environment of a solar probe mission 
consists of the addition of a deployable heat shield on top of the stage 
structure, as'shown in the design drawing, Figure 3-5. The stage also 
carries a pair of thermo-electric panels attached to the heat shield 
which generate 270 watts for housekeeping and telemetry during the time 
when the solar array must be retracted to survive the close solar approach. 
Prior to deployment the heat shield is folded and stowed against 
the upper portion of the payload bay. Four actuator-driven support 
struts are provided. The heat shield is of aluminum honeycomb con­
struction with a second surface mirror protecting the front surface that 
is exposed to direct solar heating. Thermal control studies show that a 
i-meter separation of the heat shield from the top of the stage structure 
is sufficient for adequate back radiation without overheating the insulated 
top portion of the stage proper. Thus, at closest solar approach, 0. 1 
AU, the steady state temperature of the heat shield will be 3Z50 C, the 
highest temperature of the top structure of the stage will be 1300 C. 
At solar distances below 0. 25 AU the stage body will be oriented 
with its center line pointing to the sun with the solar array panels re­
tracted to be completely shaded by the thermal shield. The shield is 
dimensioned to provide coverage for a maximum angular subtense of the 
solar disk at 0. 1 AU (5 degrees) plus maximum attitude control excursions 
of + 5 degrees, i. e., a total included angle of 15 degrees. The high-gain 
antenna (1. 7 by 1 m) is mounted on a deployment arm, hinged at the 
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Figure 3-5. Electric Stage Adaptation to Solar Probe Mission 
bottom end of the stage structure which permits placing it inside the 
shadow of the heat shield during the closest approach phase. This geo­
metry allows a field-of-view 
to earth of + 105 degrees from the anti­
solar direction without exposing the antenna or feed structure to direct
 
solar heating. 
 The mission time should be selected to assure earth 
visibility within this field of view constraint during the time interval of 
about 20 days when the stage needs shadow shield protection. In the
 
case of a 
 spiral trajectory with successive close solar approaches the 
trajectory design must meet several of these timing constraints. 
3.4. 2 Design Adaptation to AlternateMissions 
The concept of using the electric stage to carry an autonomous 
payload spacecraft such as TOPS or Pioneer on outer planet flyby 
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and orbiter missions was previously illustrated in Figure 3-3. In the 
study we have considered various options of placing the payload space­
craft into the open stowage volume on top of the stage. For a TOPS 
orbiter vehicle which would include a liquid propellant retro rocket 
(see Ref. 5) two launch configurations with the rocket nozzle pointing 
in upward or downward direction were investigated and found feasible. 
Adaptation of the stage configuration to these missions requires 
removal of the high-gain antenna and its support structure from the top of 
the stage and attaching a smaller antenna dish to the bottom of the stage 
structure, using amodified deployment arm. This smaller antenna will 
not block the desired solar array rotation, and an exposure to ion engine 
exhaust is avoided in fore and aft looking positions. 
Adaptation of the stage configuration to high data rate Mars and 
Venus orbiter missions has not been studied in detail. In view of the 
extremely large payload capacity of these missions we can assume that 
lander modules will be carried in both cases which can again be mounted 
in the payload bay. In the case of the Venus orbiter a large synthetic 
array radar will probably be carried that can utilize the available solar 
array power. In both cases retention of the solar array for orbital 
operations is essential to the mission objective. The orbital capture 
maneuver, at negligible hyperbolic approach velocity, requires only a 
few 100 meters/sec. The small hydrazine propulsion system carried 
by the stage in the asteroid and comet missions can be adapted to this 
task by increasing the propellant loading. After initial capture in an 
eccentric orbit, the electric propulsion system can be used to achieve a 
gradual reduction of orbit eccentricity and orbital inclination change as 
required by the surface mapping objectives. This mission profile has 
been studied extensively at NASA/MSFC (Refs. 6 and 7). 
Adaptation of the stage to a stationary solar monitoring and deep 
space relay mission at 1 AU solar distance, 150 to 170 degrees from 
earth, primarily involves the addition of a large deployable, sunflower­
type high-gain antenna of about 10 m diameter. Such antenna structures 
have undergone advanced development and do not present a feasibility, 
weight or reliability problem. The payload includes a high powered relay 
communication system and solar observation imaging system plus fields 
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and particles sensors. Once placed on station the system must be capable 
of continuous operation over several years. 
In addition to the large antenna which receives telemetry data from
 
distant spacecraft the 2. 45 m high-gain antenna provided in the basic
 
stage configuration is used for downlink data relay to earth. 
 The large
 
receiving antenna 
can be mounted either in fixed orientation relative to 
the vehicle center body or on a one-axis or two-axis gimbal joint. This 
implies that the center body must be pointed either by two-axis or one­
axis reorientation, at a 5 times higher pointing accuracy than nominally 
provided by the stage attitude control system. 
3.5 SUBSYSTEM DESIGN 
3. 5. 1 Electrical System Design and Electrical Distribution 
The stage electrical design block diagram, Figure 3-6 illustrates 
the overall electrical design and subsystem interfaces for the stage. 
The command uplink consists of two command receivers, redundant 
command demodulators and the electrical integration assembly. The 
telemetry downlink elements are two TWTs, two TWT drivers, a base­
band assembly, digital telemetry unit, buffer storage, and two tape re­
corders. The two command receivers and the two TWTs interface with 
two ornni-antennas and the tracking S-band antenna through the receiver 
and transmitter transfer switches. 
Commands are distributed to the appropriate users from the elec­
trical integration assembly. The computer and sequencer allows the 
storage of connands and computing for the stage subsystems. Tele­
metry data is processed by the digital telemetry unit for storage in the 
two tape recorders or real-time transmission to the ground station. 
The electrical distribution subsystem accomplishes the electrical 
integration of the various subsystems into the total stage. This sub­
system consists of an electrical integration assembly and the stage 
system electrical wiring harness assembly. The functions performed 
by this subsystem include: 
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Figure 3-6. Stage Electrical Design, Block Diagram 
" 	 Decoding and processhng of all ground commands 
" 	 Conditioning telemetry signals 
* 	 Providing undervoltage protection 
" 	 Controlling and distributing primary and secondary 
power 
* 	 Providing safe/arm and fire control for all ordnance 
devices 
* 	 Interconnection of all stage signals and power inter­
faces. 
The subsystem hardware required to accomplish these functions is de­
rived fromunits utilized on previous TRW spacecraft programs to the 
maximum possible extent to minimize both the engineering design costs 
and the development risk. 
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3. 5. Z Power Subsystem 
The power subsystem provides maximum available unregulated 
solar array power to the propulsion module during electric thrust 
phases of the mission, and 170 to 270 watts of regulated solar array, 
battery or thermoelectric power to the engineering subsystems during 
both thrust and cruise phases. Once the stage reaches its destination, 
increased power can be made available to operate scientific payload 
instruments. A principal feature of the power subsystem design, is 
the ability to supply desired power level and quality for a wide range 
of mission types without major modification from mission to mission. 
To meet the propulsive requirements for all missions of interest, 
the 17.5 kw solar array must be capable of producing maximum output 
power over a range of solar approach distances from 0. 35 to 3. 5 AU. 
The maximum output power and the corresponding output voltage of the 
solar array are shown in Figure 3-7 as functions of solar distance 
These solar array characteristics represent the best performance com­
promise that is achievable consistent with the use of common solar array 
components for all missions. However, it is necessary to select different 
initial solar array voltage levels for inbound missions (45 extra-ecliptic 
probe, Mercury orbiter and 0. 1 AU solar probe) and outbound missions 
(Ceres, D'Arrest and Encke rendezvous) in order to limit the maximum 
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Figure 3-7. Solar Array Power and Voltage Characteristics 
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to minimum voltage ratio in each case to less than 2. 2:1. A much larger 
range of input voltage variation would not be consistent with the present 
power processor state of technology. This can be accomplished for a 
given mission by a simple change of the solar array backwiring so that 
the array output voltage is initially 300 volts at i AU in inbound missions 
and 200 volts at I AU in outbound missions. 
The solar array is divided into twelve modules which are inter­
connected with a grounded center tap so that one output terminal is 
positive and the other negative, relative to vehicle ground. With this 
arrangement the voltage that appears at the input terminals to the power 
processor can be made twice the voltage at the solar array terminals 
which permits an appreciable weight saving in the power processor and 
electrical distribution cabling while assuring that possible electron 
drainage currents between the solar array and the ambient plasma are 
acceptably small. 
The major portion of the unregulated array power is fed directly 
to the thruster power processing system. The remaining power is 
processed and distributed to the subsystem loads on a 22-33 volt bus. 
The battery, which supplies essential housekeeping power during launch, 
acquisition, eclipse, and array undervoltage conditions is connected to 
the power bus through a charge and discharge unit. 
A thermoelectric power source is used as a substitute for the solar 
array in the 0. 1 AU solar mission during periods of close solar approach 
when the solar array must be retracted. A shunt regulator is employed 
to operate this unit near its maximum power level of 270 watts. The 
thermoelectric source is connected to the power bus by relays which 
are controlled by ground command. 
3. 5. 3 Electric Propulsion Module 
The electric propulsion module shown in Figure 3-8 houses the 
ion engines, power processors, tankage and feed system in a standard­
ized configuration that requires little or no modification from mission 
to mission. The self-contained propulsion module can be readily re­
moved from the remaining stage structure for simpler assembly and to 
permit independent test of the electric thrusters and power processors 
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Figure 3-8. Electric Propulsion Module 
in the vacuum tank. This reduces program costs and facilitates schedul­
ing. 
The total propulsive power, nominally 15 kw (14. 5 kw in the Ceres 
rendezvous mission ) at earth departure, is used for thrust periods of 
varying duration in different missions ranging from 400 days (solar 
probe) to 900 days (Encke rendezvous) in the specified primary mis­
sions. Some of the alternate and growth missions demand even longer 
thrust periods (e. g., 1400days for Uranus flyby). 
con-Unregulated electric power supplied by the solar array is 
ditiorned by the power processing units to operate and control the ion 
thrusters. The propellant tank is dimensioned for the largest propellant 
load required in any of the primary missions, viz. 1015- kg, for the extra­
ecliptic probe. 
The dimensions of the propulsion module, (3. 12 meters long by 
1. 85 meters wide by 1.04 meters deep as shown in Figure 3-8) are 
dictated primarily by the panel area of the power processor units that
 
must radiate a total of 1. 8 kw of dissipated heat based on a 91 percent
 
This maximum is reached
PPU efficiency factor specified by NASA. 

during inbound missions when solar distance decreases below 0. 65 AU.
 
All of this /heat must be radiated from the rear area of the propulsion
 
module where the power processor panels are mounted. Side-mounted
 
panels would be subject to radiation blockage by the rotatable solar
 
array.
 
are mounted in a hexagonal array on a three-axisThe thrusters 
gimbal structure which provides the desired thrust vector control 
use flexure pivots to eliminate friction and wearfunctions. The gimbals 
and are driven by three actuators with anti-backlash gearing based on a 
design developed by JPL for electric propulsion TVC of a different type. 
con-The advantage of the all-gimballed TVC concept adopted in this 
-figuration is the relative simplicity, light weight and absence of con 

ventional bearings. The use of the simple flexure joints is predicated
 
on the small gimbal excursions required in this application.
 
roll control byGimbal actuator Z shown in the drawing provides 

a + 10 degree gimbal deflection around the z-axis; actuator y provides
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yaw control by a similar deflection around the y-axis; and actuator X 
deflects the thruster through a twisting action around the x-axis for 
pitch control. These deflections are required to correct for variation 
of the center of mass, due for example to solar array deformation, 
thrust vector errors, in individual thrusters, and to counteract solar 
pressure unbalance torques. 
All thrusters are canted outward by a small dihedral angle (nomi­
nally 9 degrees) so as to point through the nominal center of mass of 
the stage. This eliminates torque effects due to switching of thrusters 
on or off in asymmetrical combinations. Thus translation of the 
thrusters is made unnecessary. 
Each thruster is rated for a nominal input power level of 4.5 kw,. 
a specific impulse of 3000 seconds, and a thrust level of 48 milli­
pounds. The selection of a 4. 5 kw thruster size for the 14. 5 kw pro­
pulsion system is the result of a tradeoff involving the number of 
operating and standby thrusters required in different mission types, 
reliability, throttling requirements, weight, system complexity and 
cost. With the selected number of thrusters the throttling ratio does 
not exceed the limit of 3:1 set by the current state of technology in 
thruster performance. 
To produce such a thruster it will be necessary to scale up the beam 
current level of an existing 30 cm thruster prototype from 2 to 3. 2 
amps by either increasing the diameter to 40 cm while holding the 
beam current density fixed at 2. 8 ma/cm Z , or to increase the current 
density on the existing design to about 4. 5 ma/cm2 
For the selected thruster power level 6 thrusters are needed to 
meet desired reliability goals (i. e., a propulsion module reliability 
of at least 95 percent and burn time on each thruster not exceeding 400 
days) in the most demanding missions considered, viz. the 450 extra­
ecliptic and Mercury orbiter missions.- Other missions such as the 
Ceres rendezvous or the 0. 1 AU solar probe require only 5 engines 
for acceptable reliability. In order to eliminate modifications of the 
thruster arrangement from mission to mission we preferred to use the 
same configuration of 6 thrusters in all missions thus carrying more 
than the minimum number of space thrusters required in some cases. 
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The electric propulsion power processors supply 1Z different 
regulated outputs required for thruster operation. In addition these 
units control thruster operation, implement commands from the CC&S, 
correct for thruster failures and adapt the operating point of the thrusters 
for maximum solar array power utilization at any time in the mission. 
heater, keeper, and arc supplies are directly wired to each thruster. 
This PPU module has a lower weight (about 8 kg) and higher projected 
failure rate (Z. 9 x 10- 6 /hr) than the other module, which makes it 
reasonable to carry 6 of these units although no more than 4 are re­
quired on any mission. The Beam and Accelerator Supply modules 
which have about twice the weight (15 kg) and a lower failure rate 
(7 x 	10-7/hr) are connected to the active thrusters through a switching 
network. Owing to the relatively low failure rate of the beam and 
accelerator PPU modules, 4 units are sufficient for inbound and 5 units 
for outbound missions to meet the propulsion system reliability goals. 
The spherical, pressure-regulated propellant storage tank of 0.6 
meters diameter is placed near the stage center of mass . This tank 
is sized to carry a maximum load of 1015 kg of mercury propellant. 
In missions which require less propellant the tank will be offloaded. 
Thus a small weight penalty is accepted in exchange for cost savings 
by avoiding redesign. 
Four support struts transfer the tank launch loads directly to the 
stage adapter mounting points thereby reducing stress in the main pro­
pulsion module structure and saving weight. 
3. 5. 	4 Attitude Control Subsystem 
The attitude control subsystem (ACS) selected for the baseline 
stage configuration performs the following functions: 
* 	 Celestial reference acquisition after separation from 
the booster and reacquisition at any time during the 
operating life of the system. 
* 	 Three-axis stabilization of the vehicle attitude within 
+ 1 degree (about each axis) and thrust vector orientation 
by rotation of the spacecraft about the yaw and roll axes. 
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* 	 Attitude stabilization of the stage with + 1. 5 degree
accuracy about each axis during coast phases. 
* 	 Antenna pointing at the earth with an accuracy of 
0. 5 	degree. 
* 	 Experiment pointing -with0. 5 degree accuracy by 
rotation of the spacecraft about the yaw axis with 
a maximum range of + 90 degrees. 
" 	 Solar array rotation through a + 90 degree range. 
* 	 Computational support to the propulsion and power

subsystems on a non-cyclic basis.
 
The ACS subassemblies include coarse and fine sun sensors; a one­
axis rotatable star reference sensor; two redundant rate integrating gyros 
supported by gas bearings for long life and low friction; the reaction con­
trol system using nitrogen resistojets; and a control electronics assembly 
which provides interconnection and switching of the vargus attitude control 
subassemblies and establishes interfaces with other subsystems. 
A control processor assembly consisting of a redundant set of in­
ternally cross-strapped digital computers provides logical, control and 
computation functions within the ACS subsystem and supports other sub­
systems on a priority interrupt basis. Attitude control has the largest 
number and diversity of operating modes and switching requirements which 
can be significantly simplified by the use of this computer with an increase 
in system reliability. Interfaces of this computer with the telemetry and 
command system, and with the power and electric propulsion subsystem 
are controlled by the electrical integration assembly. 
The 	attitude control subsystem has the following operating modes: 
* 	 The acquisition mode, initiated by ground command
 
or automatically by the control processor assembly,

establishes the vehicle in the proper attitude with
 
respect to the sun and a selected reference star.
 
* 	 The cruise mode, under control of the gas jets,

follows acquisition of the celestial references and
 
extends to the initiation of the thrust phase. In
 
some missions the system returns to the cruise mode 
intermittently as thrust operation is interrupted. 
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* 	 The thrust vector control mode exercises three­
axis control by gimbal deflections of the ion engines.
 
The gas jets are inactive, except to provide control
 
around one vehicle axis (pitch) at times when only
 
a-single ion engine is operating so that thrust vector
 
control of the vehicle is restricted to two axes, yaw
 
and roll. The gas jets also override the thrust
 
vector control system in the event of large attitude
 
perturbations.
 
High-gain antenna pointing errors of + 1 degree represent a 1 db 
pointing loss for the selected antenna size having a 4 degree half-power 
beam width. Increased pointing accuracy (+ 0. 5 degree) can be achieved 
during critical telemetry periods, if desired, by using instantaneous 
stage pointing errors measured by the attitude sensors as corrective 
inpuf signals into the antenna actuator circuits. This compensation will 
be required only infrequently, at maximum communication range. The 
accuracy of payload pointing can be increased by the same error com­
pensation technique. This approach is simpler to implement than the 
alternative of controlling the entire vehicle with its large moment of 
inertia and flexible solar array structure within tight attitude control 
limits'. 
Relatively large ACS deadbands are used in thrust and cruise modes 
to yield low limit cycle frequencies (0. Oi to 0. 02 cps) which minimize 
dynamic coupling with bending and torsion modes of the solar array. The 
first asymmetrical bending frequency of the vehicle center mass/array 
combination is about one order of magnitude greater than the attitude 
control excitation frequency. 
Changes in mass distribution due to propellant depletion or separat­
ion of an autonomous daughter spacecraft and the resultant variation of 
solar pressure torque around the center of mass have no significant effect 
on attitude stabilization during powered flight but can, under worst case 
conditions, double the control gas consumption during coast periods when 
close to the sun. This effect can be minimized by rotating the solar array 
from full sun orientation. 
The effect of changes in the principal axes of inertia resulting from 
solar array reorientation for thrust vector steering, etc. was found to be 
too small to cause appreciable attitude control inter-axis cross coupling. 
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The gimballed thrust vector control concept discussed in the fore­
going section is made practical by the large separation distance of the ion 
engine cluster from the vehicle's center of mass. The small nine-degree 
cant angle causes a penalty of 1. 2 percent in the effective utilization 
of installed power, propulsion hardware and propellant equivalent to the 
cosine loss of 9 degrees. Additional gimbal angle deflections for TVG 
purpose do not cause an appreciable increment in this weight penalty. 
However, the thrust angle offset due to TVC gimballing and/or engine 
switching must be compensated by an equal and opposite body angle 
offset to avoid an undesirable effect on guidance. The compensation is 
achieved by inserting a corrective decoupling signal obtained from the 
TVC actuator pickoffs into the attitude control circuit. The weight 
penalty and control circuit complication introduced by the gimballed 
TVC approach is outweighed by the design simplification and weight 
savings of the TVC system itself, when compared to other design 
approaches such as transverse translation of the entire thruster array 
relative to the stage center line. The gimballed TVC system is also used 
conveniently to control the orientation of the auxiliary hydrazine propulsion 
nozzles carried in some of the primary missions. 
3. 5. 5 Communication and Data Handling Subsystems 
The design of these subsystems is keyed to the objective of limiting 
the required mission support bythe Deep Space Network considering the 
prospect that several electric stage missions of long duration may be in 
progress concurrently with other interplanetary missions. Reasonably 
large telemetry data rates will be maintained by the stage even at maxi­
mum communication range, and the uplink and downlink characteristics 
are designed to rely primarily on the 85-ft rather than the 210-ft DSIF 
antennas. In addition we require an extremely flexible design to meet 
the variety of mission profiles and mission modes in which the electric 
stage is to be used. 
Since electric power is abundant we selected a 25-watt transmitter 
for the baseline configuration. The size and payload capacity of the 
vehicle permits the use of an 8-ft (Z. 45 m) high-gain antenna. Thus 
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even at a communication range of 3.6 AU in the Ceres rendezvous mis­
sion, which is the maximum range in any of the specified primary mis­
sions, a telemetry bit rate of 512 bps will be available using an 85-ft 
DSIF antenna, while the largest bit rate is 16, 384 bps. This is illustrated 
in Figure 3-9 which shows the range-time history of a 700-day Ceres 
mission with variation of the telemetry bit rate indicated along the mis­
sion profile. 
In the same figure some representative telemetry performance 
data are tabulated that show the variation of transmission playback times 
stored in a 3.6 x 106 bit tape recorder assuming maximum data acquisition 
rates on board the stage of 16 and 32 bps. The performance of both S­
band and X-band systems are listed, each with an 85-ft and 210-ft DSIF 
antenna, based on an 8-ft stage antenna and a 25-watt transmitter output. 
In a parametric evaluation of S-band vs. X-band system performance 
characteristics no compelling reason for the use of X-band was found, 
because extreme communication distances in excess of 4 AU that might 
justify this frequency band are not encountered in any of the primary and 
alternate mission types specified. 
As previously discussed, the communication and data system is 
designed to handle command and telemetry needs of the scientific pay­
load in missions where the payload remains attached to the stage through­
out the mission. Thus an existing on-board capability is shared without 
significant design complication avoiding cost and weight of a duplicate 
communication and data system. A simple and flexible interface design 
approach is used where the Electrical Integration Assembly of the stage 
proper provides a remote acquisition unit that multiplexes and delivers 
payload telemetry signals to the stage digital telemetry unit, and a com­
mand decoding unit that buffers and channels decoded command signals 
to the payload elements. 
In missions where the stage carries an autonomous payload space­
craft the data acquisition rates are lower and a 4-ft antenna will be used 
instead of the 8-ft dish of the baseline stage. Using the data presented 
in Figure 3-9 with bit rates reduced by a factor of four and with data 
acquisition rates of 8 and 4 bps the same readout time intervals would 
be applicable. We assume that even in the case of a separable payload 
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Figure 3-9. 	 Communication Distance and Data Rates -
Ceres Rendezvous, 700 Days 
spacecraft some engineering telemetry of the payload is required during 
the residence time on the stage and the existing communication system 
can be utilized with minimum interface complexity. 
In the design of the telemetry and data subsystems we have selected 
transmitter and reciever channels (redundant), transmitter and receiver 
transfer switches and diplexers of similar design to Pioneer F and G. 
Fore and aft boom-mounted omni-directional antennas are provided to 
assure uplink and downlink coverage prior to acquiring cruise attitude 
and initiating high-gain antenna operation, and to provide command 
capability at other times when the high-gain antenna is not pointing at 
earth. In the latter case the use of the 210-ft antenna is required for 
adequate command signal margin at distances up to 4 AU. With the 
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high-gain antenna pointing at earth ample command and ranging per­
formance margins are provided for all distances anticipated by using 
an 85-ft DSIF antenna. 
3. 5. 6 Thermal Control 
The thermal design must provide adequate temperature control 
for the stage and all its subsystems and appendages under the wide 
variety of mission profiles and mission phases. Outbound and inbound 
missions, although exposed to extremely different thermal environments, 
use the same configuration of thermal louvers for the power processor 
units and equipment module. Heaters are used to keep the propulsion module 
equipment above minimum temperatures of -55 0 C during coast phases. 
Multilayer thermal insulation blankets use aluminized Kapton sheets in 
inbound missions and aluminized Mylar in outbound missions. 
External equipment is protected against excessive solar heating 
by low- absorptivity, high emissivity coating (Z-93 thermal white paint) 
and by multilayer Kapton insulation sheets where required to minimize 
heat leaks into and out of the equipment. The high-gain antenna dish uses 
stainless steel wire mesh coated with Teflon to withstand the extreme 
heating at close solar distances without serious deformation. 
The ion engines are arranged in a hexagonal array, with only three 
engines nominally firing, interspersed with cold engines. However, after 
an engine failure or with maximum power available during inbout mission 
two or more adjacent engines may be operating simultaneously. Under 
these worst-case heating conditions local high temperatures may reach 
295 to 320°C. Use of permanent magnets rather than electromagnets 
makes this condition acceptable. 
The solar array panels are protected against excessive solar­
thermal radiation by rotation away from full exposure, in missions where 
solar distance decreases below 0. 65 AU, thus maintaining a maximum 
temperature of 140 C. The offset angle must be increased with decreasing 
solar distance, until it reaches 85 degrees at 0.25 AU in the solar probe 
mission. Below this distance the solar array is retracted, and the entire 
vehicle and its appendages are protected by the shadow shield erected over 
the top of the payload bay. A 90-degree yaw maneuver aligns the vehicle 
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in the required orientation for shadow shield protection. Flatplate thermo­
electric generator panels attached to -the side of the heat shield which 
substitute for the solar arrays in this configuration require rotation from 
full exposure to nearly 80 degrees at the closest solar approach, 0.1 AU. 
3.6 RELIABILITY 
Reliability analyses and tradeoffs were conducted to determine the 
variation of total stage reliability through addition of redundant com­
ponents ranked in the order of weight effectiveness. The effect of re­
dundancy weight increase on total system reliability for the represen­
tative 700-day Ceres rendezvous mission is illustrated in Yigure 3-10 
A second scale on the abscissa axis shows the corresponding decrease 
in net payload capacity. The current design point using 83 kg of re­
dundancy weight yields a reliability of 0. 773. The tradeoff between 
increased reliability and loss of science payload capacity is expressed 
in terms of the product of payload capacity and reliability, referied to 
as "expected data return". This is shown in the lower half of Figure 3-10. 
We note a shallow maximum that would permit obtaining theoretically 
the same expected return as for the current design point at less than half 
the redundancy weight allocation. 
Results of failure modes and effects analysis and of various possible 
emergency backup modes are discussed in the main Technical Report. 
Reliability tradeoffs influencing the selection of the electric propulsion 
module configuration and design parameters were mentioned previously 
in Section 3. 5. 3. 
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ADVANCED TECHNQLOGY AND MISSION EVOLUTION 
4. 1 DESIRED ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY 
Results of the systen analysis and design studies indicate that the 
implementation of the electric stage program depends strongly on tech­
nology development.not only in the field of solar-electric propulsion but 
other critical areas as well, e. g., attitude. control of large flexible 
structures; guidance and navigation with respect to targets having a 
poorly defined ephemeris and being hard to detect, such as asteroids 
and comets; thermal control under extreme conditions; communication 
and data handling with wide variations of mission characterisuics and 
constraints. Table 4-i lists the principal areas identified in this study 
where technology advances are essential or desirable. 
The technology of large, light-weight deployable solar arrays is 
only beginning to evolve. The first such array will be demonstrated in 
flight during the coming year. This will be a 1. 5 kw two-boom roll­
out array developed by Hughes. The GE rollouc array which has been 
under extensive laboratory development conforms better with our stage 
configuration and provides a larger power level, viz. 2. 5 kw per panel. 
A major scale-up of -this prototype array by more than a factor of 3 
would be required An increase in solar array voltage from the nominal 
100 V level of the present design to 200 V used in the stage requires 
additional development and test. Other advances are required to assure 
adequate control of dynamic interaction with attitude control, torsional 
deflections and thermal distortion, and to assure cell and connector 
integrity under repeated retraction and deployment. Thermal protection 
in the case of the 0..1 AU solar probe, 0. 38 AU Mercury mission and 
some comet missions also requires further development and test. 
Power processors that use SCR technology and promise higher 
efficiency and reliability and a lower specific mass are now in advanced 
development but nust still evolve into flight-readiness. The desirability 
of new circuitry for overload protection (fault-clearing -switches) and 
maximum power sensing and flexible PPU module switching has been 
pointed out ih the'study. 
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Table 4-i. Advanced Technology Requirements 
Technology Advanced Technology Area to Benefit importan, c 
Item Required/De sired from Improvement Rating 
Solar Array * Increased 	size (17.5 kw) Needed for stage implementation A 
* 	 Articulation joint Mission feasibility in orbiter A 
missions 
* Control of dynamic interactions 	 Pointing accuracy and stability A 
* 	 Medium array voltage (200 V) Major weight savings, B 
simplification 
a Thermal protection Feasibility (solar probe, A 
Mercury orbiter) 
Power . SCR Type: Further development System performance B 
Processor and test 
* Fault-clearing switch 	 Reliability A 
* 	 Maximum thrust point tracker Perforrnmane and weight B 
savings 
* PPU switch gear 	 Weight savings, reliability C 
Ion e High power rating (4. 5 kw) Weight savings, design A 
Thrusters 	 simplification 
* Increased throttling range 	 Flexibility, reliability C 
* I reduction 	 Performance B 
* Tankage and feed system Simplification; weight savings B 
. Increased mission life Reliability, weight savings A 
Navigation * Improved DSIF navigation accuracy Guidance accuracy B
 
and Guidance for low thrust missions
 
* 	 Onboard terminal navigation Mission success and A 
capability scientific value 
Attitude * Rotatable star sensor Design simplification; B 
Control flexibility 
* TVC system 	 Simplicity, weight savings B 
* Attitude control dynamic interaction 	 Accuracy; stability A 
* Attitude control processor 	 Simplification; flexibility B 
Thermal * Stage thermal protection Survival A 
Control * Solar array protection Survival A 
a Ion engine protection (inner solar Performance and survival A 
system)
 
Communica- * High-power solid state transmitter Reliability; data rate C 
tions capacity; cost savings in 
mission support 
Mission * Methodology and software Efficient design process B 
Analysis (cost savings) 
o 	 New optimization criteria System effectiveness and C 
cost savings 
Key to importance ratings: 	 A - Essential or of critical importance
 
B - Very desirable-

C - Desirable
 
Advances in ion thruster technology are of principal concern. The 
study has shown the importance of high thruster power rating (4. 5 kw) to 
keep the total number of active and redundant thrusters in a 15 kw vehicle 
within reasonable limits. Increased throttling capability (3:1) allows 
greater multi-mission flexibility and higher reliability, given a fixed 
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number of thrusters. Reduction of specific impulse from the now 
achievable 3000 sec to Z500 sec with high efficiency would provide sub­
stantial payload gains in some missions. Improvement in thruster 
reliability to meet, and exceed, the specified 10 4_-hr burn time objective 
will be essential to this program. This requires further component and 
design improvement, e. g., neutralizer arrangement. 
The novel thrust vector control concept adopted in the stage design, 
and the novel pressure-regulated, thermally controlled Xeolite propellant 
feed system need further development and test. Our bladder support 
concept for a large tank with variable propellant loading also needs 
demonstration and test. 
Electric thirust vectoring which is currently being develo- ed tunder 
NASA contract should ultimately replace the. mechanical TvC concept 
adopted in our stage design to permit a further reduction of weight, 
complexity and cost. The electric TVC approach is well suited because 
only small thrust angle deflections, not exceeding + 10 degrees, are 
required in our stage design configuration. 
Navigation and guidance of low thrust vehicles, requires further 
analytical study, hardware development and practical verification. New 
techniques being developed for conventional ballistic missions need 
adaptation to the electric stage. This includes accuracy improvement 
of DSIF based navigation techniques, such as the angle tracking method 
being developed by JPL for the Mariner Venus-Mercury shot, and on­
board terminal navigation methods adapted to difficult targets such as 
comets. 
Advances in mission analysis methodology are desirable to simplify 
or reduce iterations between initial performance calculations and pre­
liminary vehicle design. As an example, the time-variability of selar 
array power due to solar radiation damage and microrneteoroid erosion 
could be readily included inthe present simulation progran and provisions 
made to use the initially allowed power margin for thrust purposes. 
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4. Z MISSION EVOLUTION 
As a point of reference Figure 4-1 shows a tentative sequence of 
primary, alternate'and growth missions beginning in 1976 with the Ceres 
rendezvous mission. The chart indicates that before all primary missions 
can be completed, using available launch opportunities, some alternate 
missions could begin in the late 1970's: The comet Halley rendezvous 
mission which requires about seven years via Jupiter swingby, if it is to 
be performed at all by the electric stage; would require launch as early 
as 1978-1979. 
1985
1970 1975 1980 

ASERT II 
TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT A
 
PRIMARY MISSIONS
 
iA A A AS AMISSION EVOLUTION 
L----------
CERES ENCKE MERCURY SOLAR 
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Figure 4-i. Technology Evolution and Projected Mission Sequence 
A launch frequency of 1 to 2 flights per year is assumed in this 
schedule. Budget limnitations may dictate a lower frequency. However 
the desired cost benefit of standardized vehicle production might be 
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lost if the stretchout led to interruption of assembly and test schedules. 
Also, a program extension beyond a 10 to 15 year-life span would in­
crease the risk of obsolescence unless major technology advances can 
be incorporated as the program evolves. 
The lower half of Figure 4-1 shows the technology evolution that 
is necessary to assure the growth from the pre-1970 state-of-the-art 
(SERT Z) through an intermediate level that would permit initiation of 
the first electric stage missions, to an advanced level required for 
more doinaring later missions. 
A tecln-ology flight around 1975 with a simpler mission profile
 
than the Ceresk rendezvous mission would be a very desirable first step
 
en­by demonstrating solar-electric propulsion in a realistic mission 
vironnent. If the vehicle is equipped to return important scientific 
data an attractive dual-purpose mission can be achieved. Two mission 
concepts have been considered: 
1) 	 An asteroid belt fly-through with an out-of-plane 
component to determine the decrease of micro­
meteoroid flux with distance from the ecliptic and 
to find a safe route for future missions across the 
asteroid belt. 
Z) 	 An out-of-ecliptic probe that includes significant 
solar distance variation to exhibit effects of 
propulsion power change. Flyby at earth at nodal 
crossings would provide an excellent demonstration 
of guidance and navigation capabilities. 
The out-of-ecliptic rn3.ssion analyzed among the five primary stage 
missions could conceivably be reformulated to include the technology 
even at the risk of not achieving the desired full 450 flight objectives 

orbit inclination.
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5. PROGRAM PLAN AND COST ESTIMATES 
The scope of the development planning activity conducted in this 
study is summarized as follows: 
* 	 Determine total program plan 
a 	 Consider sequence of missions: prnmary, alternate, and 
growth missions 
* 	 Delineate development and recurrent production effort 
* 	 Establish facilities requirements and loading 
* 	 Determine inventory requirements and procurement on 
subsystem and component level 
* 	 Collect subsystem development planning data from all
 
performer organizations
 
" 	 Use overall work breakdown structure and detailed activity 
data in cost estimating. 
The development plan was derived for the selected baseline stage 
design and its application to the Ceres rendezvous mission. In planning 
for the total program including primary, secondary, and growth mission, 
we considered 12 different mission types identified in the analysis of 
science objectives and mission concepts, and projected a total of 30 flights, 
including backup missions in some cases. Based on these assumptions 
we derived the total inventory requirements, differentiating between 
the equipment complements required for different missions. 
The program plan derived from these data identifies all program 
elements in the work breakdown structure. Maximum use of existing 
facilities, and maximum use of proven technology and subsystem con­
cepts was emphasized as an essential requirement for holding the program 
cost within reasonable limits. 
Figure 5-1 shows a summary of the baseline development schedule 
of all major program elements for 4 mission types identified as A, B, C, D, 
over a period of 8 years. The shaded blocks indicate development 
activity, and the open blocks subsequent production. We note that after 
an initial effort of about 1. 5 years in mission project A, there follows 
a period of continuing production covering projects A, B, C, and D 
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Figure 5-i. Baseline Development Schedule 
assuming that new starts are approved at intervals of 1 to 2 years. Thus, 
costly shutdown and start-up cycles in the production facility can be 
avoided even with a relatively slow progress of program evolution. 
In projects B, C, and D, the primary production has less initial 
development effort than A, thus getting the benefit of the multi-mission 
standardization of the stage. 
In the science payload development program each new project 
requires considerable new engineering and development effort, since the 
payload instruments can generally not be standardized, and new effort 
of payload synthesis is required for each mission type. 
In the launch vehicles, launch operations and mission operations 
program the standardized stage concept provides the benefit of simplifying 
the procurement and reducing the effort required in launching and support­
ing successive flights. After the initial learning process these operations 
tend to become routine. In the case of mission operation, the introduction, 
verification, and preflight exercise of new mission support software is 
required as first step, as indicated in the schedule. 
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Figure 5-2 shows a summary of inventory requirements for the 
12 identified mission types. The 5 primary mission types are projected 
to involve 11 flights; the 4 alternate (secondary) missions, 12 flights; 
and the assumed 3 growth mission, 7 flights, for a total program schedule 
of 10 to 15 years. The chart shows the preponderance of baseline equip­
ment (light gray areas) in the majority of missions and subsystems. 
Dark gray areas identify a change from the baseline. A more detailed 
inventory is given in the main Technical Report. 
Figure 5-3 summarizes the overall work breakdown structure 
for the stage proper and for all other major program elements and states 
cost estimates. A detailed cost breakdown is provided only for the stage 
development. The baseline stage development and production cost for 
the first three flight units is $96.4 millions. Payload cost is less well 
defined and is tentatively estimated to be $22 millions. (This estimate, 
based on experience in past programs of a similar type yielding an average 
ratio of cost per unit instrumentation weight, may actually be on the low 
side. The total program cost for the first three flights is estimated to be 
$216.4 million, which includes $81. 7 million for launch and mission opera­
tions and $17. 3 million for government engineering and technical direction. 
Figure 5-4 shows cost estimates for the iZ mission projects (from 
one to four flights each) with the cumulative cost of all 30 projected 
flights amounting to a total of $443. 4 million. Costs per flight for each 
mission type are presented in Figure 5-5, which shows the decrease of 
recurring cost to a level of $12 to 15 millions after the initial develop­
ment of the first 3 flight units at a total cost of $96. 4 millions has been 
absorbed. 
Figure 5'6 shows a more qualitative comparison of projected costs, 
normalized to the cost of the first flight unit, for three types of stage 
development plans. Plan A represents the multi-mission stage concept 
proposed here which minimizes new development and test requirements. 
Plan B requires new development and qualification testing after each 
major phase. Plan C reflects a non-standardized :stage approach with 
new development and qualification for each mission type. Large cum­
ulative cost differences between the three plans are evident, with Plan 
C requiring about 4 times to total cost of Plan A. Actually, the initial 
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Figure 5-2. Inventory Summary 
development in Plan7C'Would be somewhat less costly than-A and a cost 
cross-over after about,3 to 6 flights can be anticipated as shown in the 
graph. 
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6. RECOMMENDED TASKS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
At the conclusion of this prelirminary electric stage design and 
feasibility study a number of important future tasks can be identified 
grouped largely in three categories: 
1. 	 Stage Utilization 
Definition of scientific payloads and their accommodation 
on the stage for the various primary and alternate mis­
sions. This would establish the practical usefulness of 
the stage concept from the user's standpoint. 
Z. 	 Stage Adaptation and Updating 
Modification of the stage design as required to serve 
the user's needs most effectively. This design iteration 
would also include system improvements resulting from 
a second look at critical design problems. 
3. Stage Concept Comparison with Other Design Approaches 
Evaluation of the relative merits of the present stage 
design, in both the "payload bus" and "pure stage" con­
figurations compared to the integrated spacecraft approach 
(SEMMS) and the alternate "pure stage" approach defined 
by a new NASA/MSFC sponsored design study. 
The 	following specific tasks are suggested for the Stage Utilization 
Study: 
* 	 Update scientific mission objectives for primary 
missions, and determine priorities 
* 	 List candidate payload elements 
* 	 Select payload compelements for each mission to
 
maximize scientific mission return
 
* 	 Determine physical characteristics of selected pay­
load elements (weight, volume, mounting space, 
power requirement) 
* 	 Estimate data acquisition rate, upper and lower 
brackets, for all pavload elements 
* 	 Determine pointing and articulation requirements 
* 	 Determine permissible level of interaction from stage 
subsystem, especially electric propulsion, and select 
approach for eliminating or reducing this interaction 
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* 	 Define payload operation modes and sequences and 
determine preferred exploration strategy 
* 	 Define required mounting provisions of paylbad 
instruments 
* 	 Determine need for protective shielding and method 
of approach (magnetic fields, contamination by thruster, 
exhaust, the rrna- protection, etc.) 
* 	 Determine field of view and articulation requirements 
for sensors, and identify preferred method of imple­
mentation 
* 	 Determine problem areas in accommodating payload 
elements and find approach to solution 
* 	 Define methods of payload assembly, integration and 
test 
* 	 Determine constraints on payload accommodation and 
operation imposed by stage design and commonality 
objectives and prepare preliminary interface document 
for stage users 
The 	following tasks are suggested for Stage Adaptation and Updating: 
* 	 Determine stage adaptation requirement for payload 
accommodation, including revised weight. volume, 
power capacity and improved placement (field of view) 
or deployment characteristics 
* 	 Determine modified stage operating modes for 
effective payload instrument usage 
* 	 Adapt baseline payload cradle if necessary to mission/ 
payload requirements for mounting, observation and
 
no interference with other experiments
 
* 	 Prepare preliminary plan for payload instrument 
assembly and test and for effective interfacing with 
stage. Make changes in payload superstructure as 
required to facilitate these tasks 
* 	 Perform electric propulsion tradeoff study to determine 
feasibility of using or modifying existing 30 cm thrusters 
* 	 Update attitude control system characteristics as required 
by payload needs 
* 	 Update stage structural design as required to accommodate 
larger payload mass and separable payload spacecraft 
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* 	 Update mission analysis and payload performance data 
to reflect optimal use of launch vehicle/electric stage 
combination 
General topics of a Stage Concept Comparison and Evaluation Study 
are 	outlined as follows: 
e 	 Formulation of evaluation rationale and criteria of 
merit. 
* 	 Comparison of the spectrum of design options ranging 
from the "fully integrated" (SEMMS) to the "non­
integrated" (MSFC) concept. (The two versions of 
the TRW stage design occupy positions between the 
two 	extremes). 
* 	 Evaluation of relative utility to payload users, and 
flexibility to various mission applications. This should 
include a determination of constraints imposed on the 
user and compromises he would have to accept. 
* 	 Evaluation of procurement and programmatic options 
available and constraints imposed with each vehicle 
concept. 
* 	 Evaluation of program cost for each concept. 
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